> #####Two-sample t-test##### > group.names <-NULL > group.means <-NULL > group.sds <-NULL > group.p <-NULL > res <-NULL > (res <-t.test(BMI~factor(Group), alternative='two.sided', conf.level=0.9 + data=primary_data)) > quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= > boxplot(BMI~ factor(Group), ylab="BMI", xlab="Group", data=primary_data mean sd p.value Group=A 22.64286 2.734597 0.935 Group=B 22.71429 1.728876
Welch Two Sample t-test data: LMR1 by factor(Group) t = 0.39457, df = 22.995, p-value = 0.6968 alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 95 percent confidence interval: -0.009225657 0.013574431 sample estimates: mean in group A mean in group B 0.02079417 0.01861978 > bar.means <-tapply(primary_data$BMI, factor(primary_data$Group), mean, > bar.sds <-tapply(primary_data$BMI, factor(primary_data$Group), sd, na.rm > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=A") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar. > quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= > boxplot(LMR1~ factor(Group), ylab="LMR1", xlab="Group", data=primary_data mean sd p.value Group=A 0.02079417 0.01701260 0.697 Group=B 0.01861978 0.01165042 > bar.means <-tapply(primary_data$LMR1, factor(primary_data$Group), mean > bar.sds <-tapply(primary_data$LMR1, factor(primary_data$Group), sd, na.r > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=A") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[1]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[1]) > group.p <-c(group.p, signif(res$p.value,digits=3)) > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=B") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[2]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[2]) > group.p <-c(group.p, "") > summary.ttest <-NULL > summary.ttest <-data.frame(mean=group.means, sd=group.sds, p.value=group > rownames(summary.ttest) <-group.names > colnames(summary.ttest) <-gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR",colnames( > summary.ttest > #####ANCOVA##### > TempDF <-primary_data > quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= > scatterplot(LMR2 ~ LMR1 | factor(Group), reg.line=lm, smooth=FALSE, sprea + by.groups=TRUE, data=TempDF) > cat(gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR", + "P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is") + ") P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is 0.464 > AnovaModel.1 <-AnovaModel.1 <-lm(LMR2 ~ 1 + factor(Group) + LMR1, data + na.action=na.omit) > Anova(AnovaModel.1, type="III") Anova > #####ANCOVA##### > TempDF <-primary_data > quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= > scatterplot(LMR3 ~ LMR1 | factor(Group), reg.line=lm, smooth=FALSE, sprea + by.groups=TRUE, data=TempDF) P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is 0.63 > cat(gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR", + "P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is") + ") > AnovaModel.2 <-AnovaModel.2 <-lm(LMR3 ~ 1 + factor(Group) + LMR1, data + na.action=na.omit) > Anova(AnovaModel.2, type="III") Anova > quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= > boxplot(Lac.1~ factor(Group), ylab="Lac.1", xlab="Group", data=primary_da mean sd p.value Group=A 0.07040250 0.05539498 0.945 Group=B 0.06868545 0.07361109 Error: <text>:9:8: unexpected symbol 8: ") 9: ANCOVA not > bar.means <-tapply(primary_data$Lac.1, factor(primary_data$Group), mean > bar.sds <-tapply(primary_data$Lac.1, factor(primary_data$Group), sd, na. > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=A") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[1]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[1]) > group.p <-c(group.p, signif(res$p.value,digits=3)) > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=B") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[2]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[2]) > group.p <-c(group.p, "") > summary.ttest <-NULL > summary.ttest <-data.frame(mean=group.means, sd=group.sds, p.value=group > rownames(summary.ttest) <-group.names > colnames(summary.ttest) <-gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR",colnames( > summary.ttest > #####ANCOVA##### + TempDF <-primary_data + quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= + scatterplot(Lac.2 ~ Lac.1 | factor(Group), reg.line=lm, smooth=FALSE, spr + by.groups=TRUE, data=TempDF) + cat(gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR", + "P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is") + ") + ANCOVA not performed due to significant interaction between grouping vari > #####Two-sample t-test##### > group.names <-NULL > group.means <-NULL > group.sds <-NULL > group.p <-NULL > res <-NULL > (res <-t.test(Lac.2~factor(Group), alternative='two.sided', conf.level + var.equal=FALSE, data=primary_data)) Error: <text>:9:8: unexpected symbol 8: ") 9: ANCOVA not > bar.means <-tapply(primary_data$Lac.2, factor(primary_data$Group), mean > bar.sds <-tapply(primary_data$Lac.2, factor(primary_data$Group), sd, na. > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=A") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[1]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[1]) > group.p <-c(group.p, signif(res$p.value,digits=3)) > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=B") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[2]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[2]) > group.p <-c(group.p, "") > summary.ttest <-NULL > summary.ttest <-data.frame(mean=group.means, sd=group.sds, p.value=group > rownames(summary.ttest) <-group.names > colnames(summary.ttest) <-gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR",colnames( > summary.ttest > #####ANCOVA##### + TempDF <-primary_data + quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= + scatterplot(Lac.3 ~ Lac.1 | factor(Group), reg.line=lm, smooth=FALSE, spr + by.groups=TRUE, data=TempDF) + cat(gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR", + "P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is") + ") + ANCOVA not performed due to significant interaction between grouping vari > #####Two-sample t-test##### > group.names <-NULL > group.means <-NULL > group.sds <-NULL > group.p <-NULL > res <-NULL > (res <-t.test(Lac.3~factor(Group), alternative='two.sided', conf.level + var.equal=FALSE, data=primary_data)) > bar.means <-tapply(primary_data$Lac.3, factor(primary_data$Group), mean > bar.sds <-tapply(primary_data$Lac.3, factor(primary_data$Group), sd, na. > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=A") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar. > bar.means <-tapply(primary_data$Man.1, factor(primary_data$Group), mean > bar.sds <-tapply(primary_data$Man.1, factor(primary_data$Group), sd, na. > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=A") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[1]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[1]) > group.p <-c(group.p, signif(res$p.value,digits=3)) > group.names <-c(group.names, "Group=B") > group.means <-c(group.means, bar.means[2]) > group.sds <-c(group.sds, bar.sds[2]) > group.p <-c(group.p, "") > summary.ttest <-NULL > summary.ttest <-data.frame(mean=group.means, sd=group.sds, p.value=group > rownames(summary.ttest) <-group.names > colnames(summary.ttest) <-gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR",colnames( > summary.ttest > #####ANCOVA##### > TempDF <-primary_data > quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= > scatterplot(Man.2 ~ Man.1 | factor(Group), reg.line=lm, smooth=FALSE, spr + by.groups=TRUE, data=TempDF) > cat(gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR", + "P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is") + ") P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is 0.507 > AnovaModel.5 <-AnovaModel.5 <-lm(Man.2 ~ 1 + factor(Group) + Man.1, dat + na.action=na.omit) > Anova(AnovaModel.5, type="III") Anova Error: <text>:9:8: unexpected symbol 8: ") 9: ANCOVA not > #####ANCOVA##### + TempDF <-primary_data + quartz(width=7, height=7); par(lwd=1, las=1, family="sans", cex=1, mgp= + scatterplot(Man.3 ~ Man.1 | factor(Group), reg.line=lm, smooth=FALSE, spr + by.groups=TRUE, data=TempDF) + cat(gettext(domain="R-RcmdrPlugin.EZR", + "P value for interaction between grouping variable and covariate is") + ") + ANCOVA not performed due to significant interaction between grouping vari > #####Two-sample t-test##### > group.names <-NULL > group.means <-NULL > group.sds <-NULL > group.p <-NULL > res <-NULL > (res <-t.test(Man.3~factor(Group), alternative='two.sided', conf.level + var.equal=FALSE, data=primary_data))
